Ireti Eda

Episode 26  Family Planning is a Normal Life Decision (Recap)

1. **MUSIC:** THEME MUSIC AND FADES UNDER THE HOST’S VOICE

2. **YINKA:** (EXCITEDLY) Good day my people and welcome to your ever sensational, interesting and educative program Ireti Eda a part of the ‘Get it together’ campaign. My name remains Yinka Owoyemi a.k.a Yinkus and of course, always with me in the studio is Bosun Da Boss

3. **BOSUN:** (SINGING IN A FUJI STYLE) Eyin eyan mi, ireti eda le to to dun lati gbo. A dupe fun aduro ti yin (my people, ireti eda is an interesting program. Thank you for always staying by us)

4. **YINKA:** Yes o. Thank you our listeners and we thank God o. Today we are marking our 26th episode of ireti eda. Thank you all for making it a worthwhile experience

5. **BOSUN:** The question on everyone’s lips is ‘is this the end’?

6. **YINKA:** Well, we may not continue the program on air. But we must not stop sharing everything we have learnt on the program. And remember also that the get it together campaign continues anyway.. We must keep the family planning light burning to share with everyone that family planning is a normal life decision.

7. **BOSUN:** Then we’d better see what is happening with the folks in our drama. I can’t wait to see how the drama unfolds.

8. **YINKA:** Bi ise o ba npe ni, eni kan kin pese (we have no time to waste then)

9. **CUE IN:** FLUTE AND EWI TO INTRODUCE DRAMA

10. **CUE IN:** EPISODE 26 OF DRAMA (12 MINUTES)

11. **YINKA:** (EXCLAIMS GLEEFULLY) Eeeeee!!!! Thank God. I am so happy

12. **BOSUN:** (CHUCKLES) Why?

13. **YINKA:** Can’t you see? God never leaves His own. See what has happened to Iyabo. Hmmm, the wicked never goes unpunished

14. **BOSUN:** Yes o Yinkus. One just always has to do good.
15. **YINKA**: And Folashade and Oyemade actually got married, hmm. This is good news indeed. But you know what shocked me the most?

16. **BOSUN**: I know. That Iyabo is actually Tayo’s mother

17. **YINKA**: Can you imagine? How did she keep such a secret for so long? That woman sure had problems

18. **BOSUN**: And she has been rewarded with madness. Look Yinkus, i think we should rejoice with this piece of music joor

19. **MUSIC BREAK: CUE IN MUSIC**

20. **YINKA**: Welcome back my people. The program is still ireti eda and that music is titled ‘Adupe’ by Tunde-Wunmi Obe (TWO)

21. **BOSUN**: Yes o. There is a lot for us to be thankful for. 26 weeks on air no be joke o.

22. **YINKA**: Yes o Bosun. Aunty Adunni is also in the studio

23. **FANFARE**: SOUNDS AND CLAPS TO CHEER AUNTY ADUNNI

24. **YINKA**: Welcome aunty Adunni. You are also one of the people we owe sincere gratitude. You have always heeded our call week in, week out. Thank you ma

25. **ADUNNI**: Thank you too. I have had immense pleasure being here.

26. **YINKA**: Today is celebration day all round o. And also to remind our listeners what we have been talking about all these past weeks.

27. **ADUNNI**: Yes o. First and foremost, i think by now, we all know that FP is very important. If we don’t want to have pregnancies we didn’t plan for, then FP is the way.

28. **YINKA**: We want children when we can cater to their needs. It is better to plan it from the beginning

29. **BOSUN**: Yes Yinkus. And you know that when some people now get pregnant and they don’t want it, they go for abortion

30. **YINKA**: That is even the worst. If the woman dies in the process nko? Or lose her womb? Abeg, it is better to even prevent the pregnancy in the first place

31. **ADUNNI**: And FP is the only way to do that

32. **YINKA**: Aunty, i think you should also briefly remind our listeners the FP methods we discusses weeks ago

33. **ADUNNI**: Yes, we’ve discussed the use of condoms.

34. **YINKA**: Bosun’s favourite method

35. **ADUNNI**: (CHUCKLES) And we have also discussed the use of pills. Those are small tablets that are taken everyday to prevent pregnancy
36. **YINKA:** Yes. We have also learnt about implants

37. **BOSUN:** Those ones are place inside the arm of the woman. I think you said that it can be there for like 3 years?

38. **ADUNNI:** Even up to 5 years intact. I think we also discussed injectables extensively. Those are injections taken to prevent pregnancy too

39. **YINKA:** We discussed IUD too. I think people know it better as coil.

40. **BOSUN:** Yes i remember that that was a new one for me. It is placed in the mouth of the womb to prevent pregnancy

41. **YINKA:** Aunty we have a learnt a lot on this program o.

42. **BOSUN:** Yes o. So much. Thanks to you aunty for everything

43. **ADUNNI:** More thanks should go to our people for also tuning in to learn along with us.

44. **YINKA:** My joy is that more and more people are sending me text messages sharing with me their FP experiences

45. **ADUNNI:** That’s good. That’s what this program is for. I just hope that those that haven’t started would have had enough reason to start FP

46. **YINKA:** I hope so too. Because using FP means better intimacy among couples, we can relax, keeps you looking younger and means that we can cater to the needs of the children we have to get the best education and future that they can. I want everyone to enjoy it. Thank you for coming aunty Adunni

47. **ADUNNI:** Always a pleasure.

48. **YINKA:** Bosun, let’s play some music

49. **MUSIC BREAK: CUE IN MUSIC**

50. **BOSUN:** That was ‘count your blessings’ by Miliki Express

51. **YINKA:** Although this is celebration time but Bosun, i still feel a little sad. But everything that has a beginning must have an end

52. **BOSUN:** Yes o Yinkus. I am having bitter-sweet feelings right now

53. **YINKA:** This edition of the program marks the end of our stay with you our listeners. We’re ever grateful to you out there who have always stayed with us. For all those who have also contributed in one way or the other, through comments phone calls and SMS we really appreciate you. Special thanks also go to the producer of this program, editor and a host of others. Not forgetting our expert Aunty Adunni for her advice and talk. I believe a lot of you our listeners both young and old now know the benefits of FP, the various types of FP methods
and that it can be used by both the married and unmarried to prevent unwanted pregnancy.

54. **BOSUN:** (SOBERLY) Iyalode I’m short of words. We thank God and we thank everyone of our listeners, just to mention a few of the names of people who have written or called in Morenike, Kikelomo, Bolanle, Fausat and the list goes on and on. But most importantly we’re happy because we know you all have learnt a lot from our expert and from our drama segment and also you’ve enjoyed the various music played on the program. I’m also using this opportunity to thank all those who have called in on the program and who have also sent in their text messages. We pray God to bless you all.

55. **YINKA:** Before we say our final good bye I want to remind you all that by this time next week our rising fuji star will no longer be a bachelor. We hope to see you all there. From everyone in the studio we say thank you and God bless.

56. **BOSUN:** Ehen this is the right time for me to sing my much awaited music (SINGING EXCITEDLY AND VOICE FADING AT THE BACKGROUND)

57. **MUSIC:** THEME MUSIC UP & UNDER PROGRAMME SPONSORSHIP & BY-LINE (GET IT TOGETHER, PLAN YOUR FAMILY)